The role of filaggrin in the atopic diathesis.
Atopic dermatitis (AD) is an inflammatory disease characterized by pruritic skin lesions, immunodysregulation, disrupted epidermal barrier function and IgE-mediated sensitization to food and environmental allergens. Identification of the aetiology of AD has become increasingly a priority, as it is clear that the disease burden exceeds AD alone, with many children suffering severe, multi-system and occasionally life-threatening allergic disease. Previous approaches to understanding AD have centred on mechanisms in the adaptive immune system, often with an emphasis on the Th1-Th2 paradigm. Recently, the conceptual focus has increasingly shifted to include a primary defect in the epithelial barrier as a threshold event in moderate-to-severe AD. Familial aggregation of the disease is well established through many family studies of AD, asthma and allergic rhinitis, suggesting a significant heritable component. The identification of loss-of-function mutations in the filaggrin (FLG) gene, whose product is a key structural protein in the outermost layer of the epidermis in up to 50% of patients with AD, provides a significant insight into explaining disease initiation and points to a complex secondary interplay of environmental and immunological sequelae once barrier disruption is established. The elucidation of the environmental, genetic and immunobiological modifiers of this structural molecule may also direct our understanding of the pathomechanisms and endotypes central to the atopic diathesis. The recent identification of a murine model for FLG-AD, with the detection of a homozygous frame-shift mutation in the Flg gene in flaky-tail (ft/ft) mice, stands to rapidly accelerate our understanding of mechanisms and therapeutic intervention points in AD. Refining the molecular understanding of AD and its subtypes will allow for specific diagnostic, treatment and ultimately, preventative algorithms, and has opened an exciting new world of investigative challenges and collaborations.